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The Niklaus Round Side Table is both
perfectly symmetrical, and
distinguished. Featuring a Oak
stained veneer top, solid edges, and
a black steel base.
H: 22" x W: 21" x D: 21"

The Niklaus Coffee Table adds a
modern elegance to any room.
Whether it’s supporting coffee,
books, or nothing at all, let this walnut
backdrop be the perfect finish to your
space.
H: 16" x W: 23" x D: 47"

The Erlend Bar Stool is a perfect
accent to your indoor and outdoor
furniture. This stool features a
weather resistant and strong
aluminum frame with comfortable
textilene fabric material.
H: 45" x W: 18" x D: 22"

Durable leather covers every inch of
the Kalle Side Chair. Gray, white,
cognac or black, you’ve just upped
your game in look and feel.
H: 34" x W: 20" x D: 27"

The Dillon Collection fulfills all your
workspace needs. Available in a
variety of colors, this collection
features a desk, side return, and
shelving unit.
H: 30" x W: 24" x D: 47"

The Dillon Shelving Unit has strong
steel frame and five sturdy shelves in
a beautiful American walnut veneer
or lacquer finish.
H: 61" x W: 39" x D: 14"

Allison Bungie Flat High Back Office
Chairs are designed to fit your seat
with unparalleled support and natural
ventilation.
H: 38" x W: 23" x D: 26"

The Abby Dining Table is made of a
unique, lightweight wooden
honeycomb material giving you both
durability and finesse. 
H: 30" x W: 63" x D: 35"
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COMPANY INFORMATION
“The Right Design, The Right Price.” This has been Eurø Style’s motto for over 35-years. Focusing on the retail, design and hospitality
industries, Eurø Style has grown exponentially delivering quality products for some of the best prices in the industry. Its uniquely Scandinavian-
inspired collection is designed in Europe and developed in factories throughout East Asia and Italy. 

Customers can order products directly from Eurø Style’s Northern California warehouse or through the factory direct container programs. There
are no minimums on the products shipped from the warehouse and they can usually be shipped one business day after ordering. 

Website: www.euro.style
Phone: (415) 455-8000
Email: cs@euro.style 

HI-RES IMAGES AVAILABLE
Please contact this exhibitor for access to hi-res images.
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